INFRASTRUCTURES IN A HORIZONTAL FARMERS COMMUNITY

Human agreements, communication infrastructures
Campi Aperti - Bologna - Italy
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OUR ORGANIC FOOD AUTONOMY

• WHY: to decide how the countryside is changing
• WHO: farmers, processors (only in relation to producers), consumers = co-producers
• FROM: Via Campesina, 1999 no global movement, radical anticapitalist background
In shared public space:
squares and squats

Campi Aperti was born in 2003 in XM24 in Bologna.
LORO SEQUESTRANO, NOI LIBERIAMO!

Alla legalità miope e disumana per cui non esisterebbero “ragioni genericamente sociali”...
a diffente idea of the time!

- the time not depend from us
- ciclical
- planned
- human thinks change, slowly
Questo Non è un mercato con una popolazione di zucchine.
• food autonomy
• agroecology
• consensus method
• shared warranty
• sense of limit
• mutualism
OUR SHARED AGREEMENTS

- reports
- time keeper
- right to listen/to be listen
- everyone talks for herself (no meta discussion)
next hackmeetings:

Italia

Hackmeeting italiano 2020
10-12 Luglio
CSDA Forte Prenestino
(Roma)

Spain

Hackmeeting Iberico 2019
20-21-22 Septiembre
Errekaleor (Gasteiz/Euskal Herria)

Bolivia
EARLY COMMUNICATION TOOLS

- 2003 - markets in the squares
- 2003 - mailing list: a lot of differente self-managed servers
- 2004 - web site: autistici/inventati server

the possibility to make short the distance in countryside is really important
OUR MESH NETWORK

https://antennine.noblogs.org

- Starting from March 2017
- 8 nodes
- Hardware: 15 people, 4 technicians, tplink, ubiquiti, librerouter.org, other recycled routers at 2.4 GHz
- Software: libremesh.org (flavour of openwrt); routing protocols: batman adv and babeld
DEPLOYING A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

Technology is a proportion of skills and dependencies

- do not do things alone
- testing environment
- document everything and explain the choice of algorithms
- give yourself the time to study
- not be too much specialized
STARTING FROM OUR NEEDS

we started to speak about our digital data in 2016
during Genuino Clandestino in Sardegna
OUR DATA

• find the server: tetaneutral.net (FFDN)
• find the sysadmin people: 4
• nextcloud
• 1 year of testing
Welcome to Autistici/Inventati

A/I (Autistici/Inventati, pronounced [au'tistitʃi]-[in'ventati], or [in'ventati]) was born in 2001 from an encounter of individuals and collectives of the autonomous anticapitalist movement interested in technology and active in the digital rights struggle. We believe that this world is far from being the best world possible. We react by providing a platform and tools for digital self-defense addressing the need of secure, free communication and privacy for activists and other individuals.

All of our services are provided for free, without any form of control or commoditization of the personal user data. We don’t receive any form of compensation for our work. We are volunteers exploiting the experiences we accumulated over years of technological, political and legal research while doing radical activism, and we are motivated and inspired by the principles of solidarity and self organization.

Our financial strategy relies exclusively on voluntary donations.

We provide our services strictly for non-commercial use, in order to provide support exclusively to individuals or groups we feel we have an affinity with. In order to verify the existence of these preconditions, each and every service request is processed manually by one of our volunteers and is in a dialogical form. All requests are anonymized and will be destroyed.

If you would like to use our services, please check if you agree with our manifesto, pledge respect to our policy and have a look at how we respect your data.
FLOAT

a minimalistic container orchestrator by autistici.org

https://git.autistici.org/ai3/float

- docs  Documentation updates after closing issue #70
- playbooks  Fix broken include_role directive
- plugins  Streamline credential generation with single-le...
- roles  Update the HTTP Grafana dashboard with cach...
- scripts  Drop special support for gpg-encrypted ansi...
- test  test: pass TEST_DIR to env-specific test test suite
- .gitignore  Ignore .pyc files
CONFIGURAZIONE

specifica

generica

Ansible

git

Dockerfile

Docker image

"float"

CI
• move on bare metal
• have a testing infrastructure
• we trust the group and share their value
• UTF
• services go down when something fails
• integrated monitoring
• versioning all the stuffs
THANKS

questions?

CC 4 - by-nc-sa ; slide in reveal.js
thanks

- campiaperti.org
- www.ecn.org/xm24
- autistici.org
- libremesh.org
- librerouter.org
- tetaneutral.net
- genuinoclandestino.it
- hackmeeting.org
- ninux.org
- eclectictechcarnival.org